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Outline for This Lesson

1. Duplicating Objects: Several methods to copy and paste 
Shapes, Textboxes, and Lines efficiently

2. Default Shapes: How to create “templates” for Lines, 
Textboxes, and Shapes when you insert new ones

3. Your Exercise: Create the last 2 segments of the “Executive 
Summary” slide by using these tips for duplicating objects
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Duplicating Objects

• Task: Sometimes, you need to recreate specific layouts or add 
rows, columns, or sections on a slide

• One Option: Use the Ctrl + C and Ctrl + V shortcuts

• But: There are slightly faster and better options

• Faster Methods: These shortcuts:
• Ctrl + D: Duplicate Object(s)

• Ctrl + Shift + Drag: Duplicate Object(s) in Place
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Duplicating Objects

• Ctrl + D: The advantage here is fewer keystrokes – just 2 rather 
than 4 for the normal Copy/Paste sequence

• Huge Difference: No, but when you enter these commands 
hundreds of times per day, small savings add up

• Ctrl + Shift + Drag: The advantage is positioning because the 
objects start moving from their current position and stay locked 
in place as you move them

• Huge Difference: No, not really vs. Copy/Paste and Shift + Drag, 
but it is a bit faster – and small savings add up
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Default Shapes

• You can set “default” styles for Shapes, Lines, and Textboxes
• Right Mouse Button + D: Set Default Shape/Line/Textbox

• Effect: Whenever you insert a new Shape, Line, or Textbox, it will 
use the default style you’ve set (stored separately for each type)

• Limitations:
1. Only copies formatting for the first line of text

2. Only one style per Shape/Line/Textbox at once

3. Defaults apply only to your current file and do not save

4. You can’t reset an Object to its original styles without closing/opening 
the file

5. It’s not always clear what’s a Shape and what’s a Textbox!
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Default Shapes

• So: The “Spider-Man principle” applies here:

• Default Shapes can be useful in limited quantities, but they 
won’t solve all your problems (and sometimes, it’s easier just to 
copy/paste slides and shapes)
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Your Exercise: The “Executive Summary” Slide

• TASK 1: Set a Default Line, Default Shape, and Default Textbox 
based on the most common formats (if necessary, change some 
to Shapes or Textboxes if they’re incorrect right now)

• TASK 2: Use “Duplicate Shapes” to create the next 2 sections 
below the “Current Valuation” one, including the additional 
dashed line

• DO NOT WORRY ABOUT: Pasting in the correct text or re-typing 
it; we’ll fix this off-screen before the next lesson
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Recap and Summary
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1. Duplicating Objects: Several methods to copy and paste 
Shapes, Textboxes, and Lines efficiently

2. Default Shapes: How to create “templates” for Lines, 
Textboxes, and Shapes when you insert new ones

3. Your Exercise: Create the last 2 segments of the “Executive 
Summary” slide by using these tips for duplicating objects


